Population density is defined as the numbers of individuals per unit area or per unit volume of environment. Larger organisms as trees may be expressed as 100 trees per hectare, whereas smaller ones like phytoplanktons (as algae) as 1 million cells per cubic metre of water. In terms of weight it may be 50 kilograms of fish per hectare of water surface. Density may be numerical density (number of individuals per unit area or volume) when the size of individuals in the population is relatively uniform, as mammals, birds or insects or biomass density (biomass per unit area or volume) when the size of individuals in the population is variable, as plants or animals. Virginia was one of the 13 original States. Details of the Virginia-Tennessee boundary were not settled until 1901. In 1790 census coverage included all of Virginia's present-day territory; Kentucky was reported separately. The populations for 1800-1840 include the area that was then part of the District of Columbia, and the populations for 1790-1860 exclude the counties entirely or primarily included in what is now West Virginia. Virginia also has a very large population of African Americans, most of whom are descendants of enslaved people who worked the plantations in the state. While a large percentage of the black population left during the Great Migration north, reverse migration occurred in the 1960s. The first population census in Brazil was carried out in 1808, specifically aiming at military interests of recruiting for the Armed Forces. It caused the suspect that its results would have been far from reality, due either to the natural prevention of the population against census operations or, mainly, to its objectives. For historical purposes, the census carried out in 1872, called General Census of the Empire, is considered the first one in Brazil, due to its bigger complexity and, above all, to the control exerted on the whole operation. This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. The primary mission of the Census Bureau is conducting the U.S. Census every ten years, which allocates the seats of the U.S. House of Representatives to the states based on their population. In addition to the decennial census, the Census Bureau continually conducts dozens of other censuses and surveys, including the American Community Survey, the U.S. Economic Census, and the Current Population Survey. 1980 Census of Population has been added to your Cart. Add a gift receipt with prices hidden. Have one to sell? Listen Playing Paused You're listening to a sample of the Audible audio edition. Learn more. See all 2 images. 1980 Census of Population: Characteristics of the Population; Number of Inhabitants; United States Summary (Classic Reprint) Hardcover – February 3, 2019. by United States Department of Comm Census (Author). See all formats and editions Hide other formats and editions. Price.